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Let p(n) denote the smallest integer with the property that any graph with n vertices can be 
covered by p(n) complete bipartite subgraphs. We prove a conjecture of J.-C. Bermond by 
showing p(n) = n + o(n 11’14+c) for any positive E. 

1. introduction 

Suppose G is a connected graph’ with vertex set V(G) and edge set E(G). A 
covering of G is a family of subgraphs, say G1, Gz, . . . , G,, having the property 
that each edge of G is contained in at least one graph Gi, for some i. If all Gi, 
1 s i 6 t, belong to a specified class of graphs H, such a covering is called an H- 
covering of G. If we require all subgraphs in the covering to be edge-disjoint, the 
covering is also called a decomposition of G. 

One of the fundamental topics in graph theory is to study the coverings and the 
decompositions of graphs. Much work has been done on H- covering and H- 
decompositions for various classes H (see [3]). In this note, we prove a conjecture 
of J.-C. Bermond [1] on B-coverings of graphs, where B is the set of complete 
bipartite graphs, as follows: 

Let p(n) be the smallest number with the property that any graph on n vertices 
has a B-covering consisting of no more than p(n) subgraphs. It was conjectured 
by J.-C. Bermond that 

lim p(n)/n = 1 
n+- 

We will show that this conjecture is true. 

2. Preliminaries 

In the remaining part of the paper, a covering usually means a B-covering. We 
note that the complete graph K,, has a covering of [log* nl complete bipartite 

’ We only consider graphs without loops or multiple edges. The rear’er is referred to [9] for 

undefined terminology. 
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graphs, where [xl denotes the least integer greater than or equal to X. A path on 
n vertices has a covering of [$I] complete bipartite subgraphs where Lx] denotes 

the greatest integer less than or equal to X. It is easy to see that lim,,, p(n)/n 2 $ 
by considering the graph which is the vertex-disjoint union of [in] copies of KS. 
ft was first suspected that $ might be the value of lim,,, p(n)/n. However, p(n) 
can be shown to be much greater than $n for large n. In fact, p(n) is fairly close to 
it:; upper bound n - 1. We note that a graph on n vertices can be covered by n - 1 
stars i.e., complete bipartite graphs Kr,,. Therefore we have 

In the next section, we will show 

lim p(n)/n = 1 
“-*r* 

by proving a lower bound n - n w’~+’ for any E >O. 

3. A lower bound 

We will show the following. 

lb!& Theorem. (i) For infinitely many n, 5/e have p(n) > n - ni. 
(ii) For any positive E, we have 

p(n)> n - n’1’14+E for suficiently large n. 

Proof. Let us consider a graph G on n = 4*+ 4 + 1 vertices, <where 4 is a prime 
power. 

It is well known [l l] that there exists a difference set (d,, . . . , L&+~)C 

(1 ....,42+4+1} such that for any x= 0 (mod 42 + 4 + l), there is exactly one 
ordered pair (dj, dj), such that di - ~j z x (mod 4* + 4 -+ 1). NOW in the graph G, Vi 

is adjacent to Vj if and only if i # j and i + j = dk (mod 42 + 4 + 1) for some k. 
Suppose there is a four-cycle on distinct vertices v,, v,, v,, v,. Then clearly we 

have 

x + y z die, Y+Z~djl 

where all congruences are to modulus 4’ -t 4 + 1. Therefore, x - z E dip - djt* 
Similarly we have 

x + w = d,.., z + w = djv 

where 

i’# i”, j’# j”‘ 

Then d,, - d,. = d,.. - d,,,. 
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This contradicts the definition of a difference set. We conclude that this graph 
G does not contain any four-cycle as a subgraph. Thus any complete bipartite 
subgraph of G must be a star. We note that this graph G has also been used in [2, 

4, 81. 
Now, we consider a covering of G consisting of stars &, . . . , S,. Let ui, 1~ i G s, 

be a vertex of Si such that Ui is adjacent to every other vertex in Si. 
The following observations are immediate. 
Fact 1. Let v be a vertex in V(G) - U where U = {Ui : 1 s i s s). Any vertex 

adjacent to v must belong to U. 
Fact 2. We define Iv(v) = {u E U: {u, v}EE(G)}. Then N(v) has 9 or 9-k 1 

elements and the union of N(v) over all v E Vt G) - U is U. 
Fact 3. For u, v E P, u # v, we have 

(N(u) nN(v)l s 1. 

We now consider a (0, 1)-matrix A = (Ai,j : 1~ i =G t = n - s, 1 pi < s} defined by 

A, = 
1 if Uj 3 lV(pi), 

0 otherwise 

V(G) - u = (~1, ~29 . . .v pt). 

We note that every row of A has sum 4 or 4 + 1. We evaluate in two ways the 
sum of the inner products of the rows: 

iit AikAjk s t( t - 1). (1) 
i=lj=l &=I 

j#i 

We note that (1) follows from Fact 3 and the left-hand side of (1) is equal to 

Let 4i 

i i i AikAjk. 
k=l i=l j=l 

j#i 

(2) 

denote the column sum of the ith column, 1;s i s s. Then (2) is equal to 

c qk iqk - 1). 
k=l 

Note that 

t(q+l)a 2 qk a tqa 
k=l 

Therefore 
s 

c q; 3 t2q2/s. 
k=l 

From (1) we obtain 

t(t - 1) 2 t2q2/s - t(q + 1). 
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By substituting s =n-r=q’+q+l-r, we have 

+-I--q(#+q--1)SO. 

Thus 

r<dq(q’+q+l)+$+$<n: and s>n-n:. 

Therefore, we have shown that for n = q2 + q + 1, q a prime power, we have 
p(n)an-n3. 

Now suppose n is an arbitrary integer. It is recently shown [lo] that there exists 
a prime q between & 1 and &- r?’ for any given v > 0 for large enough n. It 

if% easy to see that n 3 q2 + q + 1. We also note that p(n) 3 p( n’) for any n’ with 
n -3 n’ since any graph on n’ vertices can be viewed as a graph on n vertices. 

Therefore we have 

phPp(q2+q+ 1) 
3(~2+q+l)-(q2+q+1)&z-n1”‘4+~ 

for any given e > 0. 
Thus, the main theorem iS proved. 

Professor Erdos [6] pointed out that a graph G on n vertices has either all 
independent set of size (c log n) or it contains a complete subgraph on at least 
(c log n) vertices for c = log In log 2 since the Ramsey number 

da, bjc(a;b;2). 

In either case, G can always be covered by n -c’ log n complete bipartite 
vubgraphs for some constz c’. 

Canelading remarks 

The preceding results suggest a number of related problems, several of which 
we now mention: 

( 1) Consider p’(n) = n - p(n). We know that p’(n) is between cl log n and 

c2n 11’14 +’ for any e > 0 and some constants cl, c2. What is the asymptotic behavior 
of p’? 

(2) For a given graph G and a specified family of graphs H we define p(G; H) 
to be the minimum number of subgraphs from H needed to cover G. We also 
diefine p(n, H) to be the maximum value of p(G; H) over all graphs G with n 
vertices. 

Let P denote the set of all simple paths. We can then ask whether any graph 
with n vertices can always be covered by [$nl simple paths, i.e., is the following 
true? 
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Conjtcture. p(n, P) = [$nl. 

We note that this is an analogue of the Gallai conjecture on the decomposition 
of graphs. 

(3) Let C denote the set of all simple cycles. We let p(G; C) = 0 if G has a 
vertex of odd degree. It seems reasonable to conjecture that any graph with n 
vertices can be covered by [in] simple cycles, i.e., 

Conjecture. p(n, C) = l&z]. 

(We note that this a weaker version of the Hajos conjecture on the decomposi- 
tion of graphs.) 

(4) We can ask the question of determining p(n, H) for H being a class of 
graphs with certain specified properties, e.g., each graph has diameter 6x, has 
chromatic number my, has connectivity SZ, etc. 

We remark that V. Chvhtal [SJ has also proved the conjecture lim,,, &d/n = 

1 by showing p(n) a n - n@, based on a probablistic result of P. Erdiis [7]. 
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